Dear Members & Occupational Therapy Professionals of India,

It is desired by Ministry of Health & Family Welfare, Govt. of India from AIOTA, for the voluntary participation of Occupational Therapists, in the fight against the ongoing serious threat of the country: The deadly COVID-19 Pandemic

It's time to contribute and prove your expertise as OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY CORONA WARRIORS

VOLUNTARY REGISTRATION OPEN BY VISITING THE URL

HTTPS://DOCS.GOOGLE.COM/FORMS/D/195H2GKI6FQ8DCOSXWHH2MQC8XIVVCZUN_UW59VCJOD8/VIEWFORM?EDIT_REQUESTED=TRUE

KINDLY NOTE: the Ministry would prefer to accept the specialized services of Occupational Therapists between the age group of 30-50 years

* INFORMATION GATHERED WILL BE SHARED WITH MINISTRY OF HEALTH AND FAMILY WELFARE, GOVERNMENT OF INDIA